Virtualization services for your network
As a VMware Professional Partner, Transformyx can provide a
complete range of robust, reliable and cost-effective solutions,
from free virtualization tools to start experiencing the benefits of
virtualization today, to comprehensive platforms that can be
deployed as building blocks in a flexible and configurable way to
scale as the business grows.

VMware Solutions from Transformyx
VMware Disaster Recovery. Traditional disaster recovery solutions are often costly
and complex—and can't meet your recovery objectives even after doubling
hardware (and cost) for protected applications. Testing them can be a nightmare
because the steps are tedious and the documentation is hard to keep up to date.
Likewise, keeping two sets of hardware in sync is nearly impossible. Even if you
haven't virtualized all production servers, virtualize target servers for your data
recovery to allow greater simplicity, reliability, and cost savings.
VMware Desktop Solutions. Deliver desktops from the datacenter as a secure
managed service. Increase efficiency, reliability, and availability. Virtual desktops
and applications create a more flexible business infrastructure so you can quickly
respond to changing business needs. See faster deployments, less help desk calls
and improved business continuity. Costs will go down and service levels will go up.

The Business Impact of Virtualization?
Shift your focus from maintenance to efficiency and innovation.
Help grow your business as you fully optimize financial resources
throughout IT, shift human energy and conserve the Earth's
energy.

Key benefits of Server Virtualization:






VMware Server Consolidation. Don't let server sprawl and platform dependencies
prevent your organization from achieving its goals. Take control of your IT
infrastructure with VMware vSphere. Cut capital and operating costs while
increasing IT service delivery without being locked into limited choices of operating
systems, applications, and hardware.

Windows 7 Migration. Windows 7 will impose many challenges to organizations
having to migrate to this new operating system. Ensure application compatibility of
your mission critical desktop applications using VMware ThinApp to virtualize
applications. Then centralize and simplify desktop management using VMware
View and virtualize your complete desktop environment.
Business Continuity. While disasters and unplanned downtime get the big
headlines, planned downtime for hardware maintenance and backups is the cause
of most service interruptions. VMware's server, desktop and application
virtualization products let you eliminate planned downtime, ensure data
protection, deliver high availability and be better prepared for disaster recovery.
Virtualizing Enterprise Applications. Run your business-critical applications,
including Exchange, SQL, SAP, and Oracle, on VMware vSphere with breakthrough
performance and outstanding reliability. Consolidate all your x86 servers and
minimize infrastructure costs while building a flexible cloud computing
infrastructure delivering business-critical applications as dynamic, cost-efficient,
and reliable IT services. Accelerate application delivery with on-demand
provisioning, automated release cycles and streamlined testing and
troubleshooting.



Economical. Avoid paying for resources you don’t need while still retaining
the capacity to deal with spikes in demand for the services you offer. The
flexibility of this model means you can avoid becoming locked into excessive
hardware capacity without compromising your access to computing power.
Fully managed, patched and maintained. Let us manage the patching,
management and maintenance of your infrastructure for you. Our skilled
and experienced team watch over your services day and night, letting you
concentrate on running your business.
Immediately scalable. A true cloud computing model means you can add
and remove resources as and when you need them. Using this flexibility, you
can avoid both expensive capital expenditure and lengthy tie-ins to leases or
other long-term financial obligations. The ‘burstable’ nature of dynamic
servers allows your organization to plan for peak periods without having to
pay for additional processing power when it’s not needed. This means it’s
no longer necessary to over-subscribe to meet peak demand or to cope with
unexpected events.
Resilient. A world class server infrastructure without the associated costs.
Our full disaster recovery provisioning, combined with a number of options
for load-balancing implementations, gives you a real head start in the
development of high-availability solutions.
Fast and responsive. We understand that the effectiveness of the dynamic
server model very much depends on its responsiveness to the changing
needs of our customers. Seamlessly add resources to your infrastructure at
the click of a button –truly on-demand IT.

Key benefits of Desktop Virtualization:








Economical. Rather than investing in depreciating assets, which require
high capital expenditure initially and then continue to be a drain on your
resources, choosing hosted desktops means you no longer have to splash
out on PC infrastructure or office applications. Instead, a transparent
subscription-per-user model ensures predictable costs and great value for
money.
Cut your carbon footprint. Rising energy costs, combined with governmentimposed financial penalties on carbon production, make cutting your power
consumption a vital consideration. However, as all of your data and
applications are stored in our energy-efficient data centers, hosted desktops
allow you to make significant savings –accessing them via a thin client
means using only 10% of the power a normal PC does.
Add resources on-demand. Scale resources up and down as you need them.
Need more RAM or CPU? No problem -just click a button. Our cloud
computing infrastructure can deliver resources to you instantly.
Anywhere access. Wherever you are you can connect to YOUR hosted
desktop. Our networks allow you secure access from any location you wish,
which means that you can join colleagues as if you were in the office.

